Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of learning aspect models with partially labeled examples. We propose a method which benefits from both semi-supervised and active learning frameworks. In particular, we combine a semi-supervised extension of the PLSA algorithm [11] with two active learning techniques. We perform experiments over four different datasets and show the effectiveness of the combination of the two frameworks.
Introduction
The explosion of available information during the last years has increased the interest of the Machine Learning (ML) community for different learning problems that have been raised in most of the information access applications. In this paper we are interested in the study of two of these problems which are the handling of partially labeled data and the modeling of the generation of textual observations. Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) has emerged in the Machine Learning community in the late 90 ′ s. Under this framework, the aim is to establish a decision rule based on both labeled and unlabeled training examples. To achieve this goal, the decision rule is learned by simultaneously optimizing a supervised empirical learner on the labeled set, while respecting the underline structure of the unlabeled training data in the input space.
In the same vein, Active Learning addresses also the issue of the annotation burden, but from a different perspective. Instead of using all the unlabeled data together with the labeled ones, it tries to minimize the annotation cost by labeling as few examples as possible and focussing on the most useful examples. Different types of active learning methods have been introduced in the literature, such as uncertainty-based methods ( [13, 21, 3] ) , expected error minimization methods ( [10, 19, 7] ) and query by committee methods ( [20, 8, 17, 6] ).
By combining semi-supervised and active learning, an attempt is made to benefit from both frameworks to address the annotation burden problem. The semisupervised learning component improves the classification rule and the measure of its confidence, while the active learning queries for labelling the most relevant and potentially useful examples.
On the other hand, new generative aspect models have recently been proposed which aim to take into account data with multiple facets. In this class of models, observations are generated by a mixture of aspects, or topics, each of which being a distribution over the basic features of the observations. Aspect models ( [9, 1] ) have been succesfully used for various textual information access and image analysis tasks such as document clustering and categorization or scene segmentation. In many of these tasks, acquiring the annotated data necessary to apply supervised learning techniques is a major challenge, especially in very large data sets. These annotations require humans who can understand the scene or the text, and are therefore very costly, especially in technical domains.
In this paper, we explore the possibility to learn such models with the help of the unlabeled examples, by combining SSL and active learning. This work is the continuation of, and builds on earlier work on SSL for PLSA [11] . In particular, the combination of the SSL variant of PLSA with two active learning techniques.
Combining SSL and Active Learning
The idea of combining active and semi-supervised learning was first introduced by [15] . The idea is to integrate an EM algorithm with unlabeled data into an active learning, and more particularly in a query by committee (QBC) method. The commitee members are generated by sampling classifiers according to the distribution of classifier parameters specified by the training data. In [16] , Co-EMT is proposed. This algorithm combines Co-Testing and Co-EM.A so p po s e d to Co-Testing algorithm, which learns hypotheses h 1 and h 2 based only on the labeled examples, Co-EMT learns the two hypotheses by running Co-EM on both labeled and unlabeled examples. Then, in the active learning step, it annotates the example on which the predictions of h 1 and h 2 are the most divergent, that is the example for which h 1 and h 2 have an equally strong confidence at predicting a different label. [24] also presents a combination of semi-supervised and active learning using Gaussian fields and harmonic functions. [23] presented the so-called method Semi-Supervised Active Image Retrieval (SSAIR)f o ra different task of relevance feedback. The method was inspired by co-training [2] and co-testing [17] , but instead of using two sufficient but redundant views of the dataset, it employs two different learners on the same data. In the context of multi-view active learning, [18] proposed a method which combines semisupervised and active learning. The first step uses co-EM with naive Bayes as the semi-supervised algorithm. They present an approximation to co-EM with naive Bayes that can incorporate user feedback almost instantly and can use any sample-selection strategy for active learning.
Why the combination should work? The combination of both semi-supervised and active learning appears to be particularly beneficial in reducing the annotation burden for the following reasons:
1. It constitutes an efficient way of solving the exploitation/exploration problem: semi-supervised learning is more focused on exploitation, while active learning is more dedicated to exploration. Semi-supervised learning alone may lead to poor performance in the case of very scarce initial annotation. It strongly suffers from poorly represented classes, while being very sensitive to noise and potential instability. On the other hand, active learning alone may spend too much time querying useless examples, as it can not exploit the information given by the unlabeled data. 2. In the same vein, it may alleviate the data imbalance problem due to each method separately. Semi-supervised learning tends to over-weight easy-toclassify examples that will dominate the process, while active learning has the opposite strategy, resulting in exploring more deeply the hard-to-classify examples [22] . 3. Semi-supervised learning is able to provide a more motivated estimation of the confidence score associated to the class prediction for each example, taking into account the whole data set, including the unlabelled data. As a consequence, active learning based on these better confidence scores is expected to be more efficient.
Semi-Supervised PLSA with a Mislabeling Error Model
In this section we present the semi-supervised variant of the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) model which is used in combination with active learning. This method incorporate a misclassification error model (namely the ssPLSA-mem) [11] . We assume that the labeling errors made by the generative model for unlabeled data come from a stochastic process and that these errors are inherent to semi-supervised learning algorithms. The idea here is to characterize this stochastic process in order to reduce the labeling errors computed by the classifier for unlabeled data in the training set. We assume that for each unlabeled example x ∈ X u , there exists a perfect, true label y, and an imperfect labelỹ, estimated by the classifier. Assuming also that the estimated label is dependent on the true one, we can model these labels by the following probabilities:
subject to the constraint that ∀h, k β kh =1.
The underlying generation process associated to this latent variable model for unlabeled data is:
-Pick an example x with probability P (x), -Choose a latent variable α according to its conditional probability P (α | x) -Generate a feature w with probability P (w | α) -Generate the latent class y according to the probability P (y | α) -The imperfect class labelỹ is generated with probability βỹ |y = P (ỹ | y)
The values of P (y|α) depend on the value of latent topic variable α.Thecardinal of α is given. The number of latent topics α per class is also known for both labeled and unlabeled examples. We initialize by forcing to zero the P (y|α)f o r the latent topic variables α which do not belong to the particular class y.T h ese values remain fixed. In other words, we perform hard clustering.W ehavetonote that the hard clustering is done for each class separately, since in each class (y) the corresponing feature examples may aggregate to several clusters.
In algorithm 1 the estimation of model parameters Φ = {P (α | x),P(w | α),βỹ |y : x ∈X,w ∈W,α ∈ A, y ∈C,ỹ ∈C} is described. This algorithm is an EM-like algorithm.
With n(x, w) we denote the frequency of the feature w in the example x.F o r more information about this model, please refer to [11] . by maximizing the complete-data log-likelihood
until convergence of the complete-data log-likelihood ; Output : A generative classifier with parameters Φ
Active Learning
In this section, we extend the presented semi-supervised model, by combining it with two active learning methods. The motivation is to try to take advantage of the characteristics of both frameworks. In both models, we choose to annotate the less confident example. Their difference lies on the measure of confidence they use.
Margin Based Method. The first active learning method (the so-called margin based method) chooses to annotate the example which is closer to the classes' boundaries [12] . The latter gives us a notion of confidence the classifier has on the classification of these examples. In order to measure this confidence we use the following class-entropy measure for each unlabeled example:
The bigger the B is, the less confident the classifier is about the labeling of the example. After having selected an example, we annotate it and we add it to the initial labeled set X l . More than one examples can be selected at each iteration. The reason is that, especially for classification problems with a big amount of examples and many classes, the annotation of only one example at a time, can be proved time-consuming, as a respectful amount of labeled examples will be needed in order to achieve a good performance. If we choose to do the latter, it is not wise to choose examples that are next to each other, as they cannot give us significantly more information than each of them does. As a result, it is better to choose, for instance, examples with big class-entropy which have been given different labels. That way the classifier can get information about different classes and not only for a single one.
Entropy Based Method. Based on the method presented in [5] , we calculate the entropy of the annotation of the unlabeled data, during the iterations of the model. This method can be seen as a query by committee approach, where, in contrast to the method of [5] , the committees here are the different iterations of the same model. In contrast to the margin based method presented previously, the current one does not use the probabilities P (y|x)o fa ne x a m p l ex to be assigned the label y, but instead, is uses the deterministic votes of the classifier during the different iterations. We denote by V (y, x) the number of times that the label y was assigned in the example x during the previous iterations.
Then, we denote as Vote Entropy of an example x as:
where iters refers to the number of iterations. The examples to be labeled are chosen using equation (3), that is, examples with higher entropies are selected. As long as we add new examples during the iterations, the labeling of some examples will change as, new information will be given to the classifier. The strategy chooses the examples for which the classifier changes its decision more often during the iterations. We have to note, that during the first 2-3 iterations, we do not have enough information in order to choose the best examples to label, but very quickly the active learner manage to identify these examples. The intuition behind this model is that examples which tend to change labels are those for which the classifier seems more undecided.
Algorithm 2 gives us the general framework under which the above active learning methods can be combined with the semi-supervised variant of the PLSA model.
Experiments
In our experiments we used four different datasets: two collections from the CMU World Wide Knowledge Base project -WebKB 1 [4] and 20Newsgroups 2 , the widely used text collection of Reuters (Reuters − 21578) 3 and a real-world dataset from Xerox. As mentioned before, we are concentrated in document classification; nevertheless, the algorithms described in the previous sections can be also used for different applications in which there is a relation of co-occrence between objects and variables such as image classification.
These three datasets were pre-processed by removing the email tags and other numeric terms, discarding the tokens which appear in less than 5 documents and removing a total of 608 stopwords from the CACM stoplist 4 . No other form of preprocessing (stemming, multi-word recognition etc.) was used on the documents. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these datasets. Except the previous datasets which are widely used for evaluation of different classification algorithms in the Machine Learning community, we used a real world dataset (called XLS) which comes from a Xerox Business Group (XLS). This dataset is constituted of 20000 documents in the training set and 34770 in the test set. The documents consist of approximately 40% emails, 20% Microsoft Word documents; 20% Microsoft Excel documents, 10% Microsoft Power point documents and 10% PDF and miscellaneous documents. We want to classify the documents as Responsive and Non-Responsive to a particular given case.
Evaluation Measures. In order to evaluate the performance of the models, we used the microaverage F-score measure.
For each classifier, G f , we first compute its microaverage precision P and recall R by summing over all the individual decisions it made on the test set:
respectively denote the true positive, false positive and false negative documents in class k found by G f ,andK denotes the number of classes. The F-score measure is then defined as [14] :
Results
We run experiments for all semi-supervised variants, for both active learning techniques, and for all four datasets. In our experiments, we label one example in each iteration and 100 iterations are performed for WebKB, Reuters and 150 for 20Newsgroups dataset. For the XLS dataset we label 2 examples in each iteration, and we perform 100 iterations (as the dataset is bigger than the other three we need more data for achieving a good performance). For the Margin Method, it is not wise to choose 2 examples that are next to each other, as they cannot gives us more information that each of them does. As a result, we chose the two examples with the biggest class-entropy but, in addition, with different assigned labels. In order to evaluate the performance of the active learning methods, we also run experiments for the combination of the semi-supervised algorithms with a random selection method, where in each iteration the documents to be labeled are chosen randomly.
As we can notice from the figure 1 the use of active learning helps, in comparison with the random query for all four datasets. The performance of the two different active learning techniques are comparable, and their difference is not statistically significant. Nevertheless, they clearly outperfom the random method, especially when very few labeled data are available.
For the XLS dataset in particular, as we can notice, active learning helps, comparing to the random method, although the gain is less than the other three datasets. As in the previous case, the two active learning methods give similar results.
Conclusions
In this work, a variant of the semi-supervised PLSA algorithm has been combined with two active learning techniques. Experiments on four different datasets validate a consistent significant increase inperformance. The evaluation we performed has shown that this combination can further increase classifier's performance. Using active learning we manage to chose our training labeled set carefully, using the most informative examples. Working this way, we can achieve a better performance using less labeled examples.
This work was focused on the PLSA model. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the developed models can exclusively used with it. On the contrary, the proposed techniques are very easily applicable to different aspect models. Another possible extension is the use of different active learning techniques. Also, the combination of more than one active learning technique could be considered.
